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?nd and specify the head position of the information
EASY DETECTION OF HEAD POSITION OF
INFORMATION DATA VIA RECEPTION
PROCESSING UNIT IN SYNCI-IRONOUS

MULTIPLEX TRANSMISSION APPARATUS

data effectively.
In a synchronous multiplex transmission apparatus, in
particular in the receiving unit, one of the important
5

operations is ?nding and specifying of the head posi
tions of the information data from among the successive

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a system for sending

frames being transmitted in to and received by the re
ceiving unit. The reason is that unless the head position
of the information data can be speci?ed, it is impossible

to extract only the information data selectively from the
successive frames.

and receiving data of the type where frames, each di
vided into a supervisory data ?eld and an information

data ?eld in data format, are successively transmitted, in
particular a synchronous multiplex transmitted, in par
ticular a synchronous multiplex transmission apparatus,

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is made in consideration of this
point and has as its object the provision of a reception

and more particularly relates to a receiving unit in such

processing method and apparatus in synchronous multi
plex transmission system which enables easy detection
of the head position of the information data using simple
hardware.
To achieve the above object, in the synchronous
multiplex transmission system in accordance with the
present invention, a reception processing unit succes
sively receives a plurality of data frames comprised of

a synchronous multiplex transmission apparatus.
2. Description of the Related Art
Multiplexing of digital data on a transmission line is
an essential technique for the ef?cient use of a transmis

sion medium and economical signal transmission.

In particular, the synchronous multiplexing system
proposed in CCI'IT Recommendation G.707, 6.708,
and 6.709 multiplexes 50 Mbps unit data in frame units

respectively associated supervisory data ?elds, each
having a ?xed byte length Ls, and information data
?elds, each having a fixed byte length Li, and detects

to enable transmission of several Gbps of data and ena

bles realization of high speed, large volume data trans
mission.

the heads of the information data ?elds from the data

In such a synchronous multiplexing system, as ex

plained in further detail later, the data is transmitted in
units of frames, each frame consisting of a ?xed length
supervisory data ?eld and a ?xed length information
data ?eld. A ?xed length unit of information data is
accommodated in the afore-mentioned information data
?eld. The head position of the information data ‘is indi
cated by a pointer in the supervisory data ?eld.

frames received, and outputs head detection signals,
wherein
30

Further, the CCITT recommendation de?nes a stuff

ing reception in consideration of the slight deviation

the said reception processing unit comprises:
an information data ?eld detection means which cal

culates only the interval in which each such information
data ?elds exists and outputs an enable signal only dur

ing that interval; and
a counting means which outputs the head detection
signal simultaneously upon being reset to zero each time
the count of a number of bytes equal to the said ?xed
byte length Li is completed, said counting means con

between the clock frequency on the transmission side of
the data and the clock frequency on the reception side
tinuing the counting operation only during the interval
due to, for example, temperature ?uctuations on the 40 in which said enable signal is output and stopping the
transmission line. In this stuf?ng reception, there is a

so-called “negative stuff’ wherein part (byte 1 byte) of
the supervisory data ?eld is allocated to part of the
information data and a so-called “positive stuff”

wherein unnecessary stuff bits (1 byte), that is, dummy 45
bits, are added as information data to the information

data ?eld.

In the above-mentioned synchronous multiplex trans
mission, in the state where no stuff is generated, the

pointer indicates the head position of the information
data, but when the stuff is generated, information on the
type of the stuff, i.e., which of the negative stuff or

positive stuff is generated, is indicated by the pointer.

counting operation when the said enable signal is not
output,
said information data ?eld detection means com

prises:

_

a ?rst counting unit which successively counts in byte
units all the bytes (Ls-l-Li) of the received data frames;
a stuff detection unit which examines the supervisory
data ?elds of the respective successive data frames and
detects if a negative stuff or a positive stuff is included
in the each of the successive data frames or if no nega

tive stuff or positive stuff is included; and
an effective information data extraction unit which

extracts only the effective portion of said information

Therefore, when a stuff is generated, it is necessary to
data corresponding to (l) the case where there is a
?nd the head position of the information data one frame 55 negative stuff (2), the case where there is a positive
before and the head position of the information data
stuff, and (3) the case where there is neither negative
within the current frame in accordance with the type of
stuff nor positive stuff, based on the results of detection
the stu?' generated. Currently, there is a demand for a
in said stu?‘ detection unit, said enable signal being out

synchronous multiplex transmission system wherein it is
put from said effective data extraction unit;
possible to easily detect the head positions.
60
the counting means comprising second counting unit
In particular, as explained later, when a negative stuff
which operates in accordance with said enable signal,
is generated, there are cases in which the head positions
and outputs said head detection signal;
of two information data ?elds are simultaneously pres
ent in a single frame, so it is impossible to ?nd and

said information data ?eld detection means further

are cases in which no head position of the information
data exists at all in the frame, so it also is impossible to

a negative stuff nor a positive stuff is detected by the

includes a head position detection unit, said head posi
specify the head position of the information data effec 65 tion detection unit outputting said head detection signal
tively. Further, when a positive stuff is generated, there
instead of said second counting unit only when neither

stuff detection unit, i.e., only during normal operation,

3
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said head position detection unit examines said super
visory data ?elds of the respective, received data frames

4

FIG. 5 is a view of the state when a positive stuff is

generated;

detects the head positions indicated by the correspond
ing pointers included in the respective ?elds, and out
puts a respective head detection signals when the series
of byte numbers in the said associated data frames and

FIG. 6 is a circuit block diagram illustrating basic
functional components of the receiving unit of the pres
ent invention;
FIG. 7 is a timing chart schematically showing the

the head positions indicated by said corresponding

operating principle of the present invention;

pointers match,

FIG. 8 is a circuit block diagram of one embodiment
of an implementation of the functional components of

said ?rst counting unit is comprised of:

a frame synchronization circuit which detects frame 10 the receiving unit of FIG. 6;
FIG. 9 is a more detailed circuit diagram of the re
ceiving unit of FIG. 8; and
said associated data frames and establishes frame syn
chronization and
FIG. 10 is a further detailed circuit diagram of an
example of the circuits 221, 241, and 261 in FIG. 9.
a whole frame counter which successively counts the
series of bytes from the head of each of said data frames
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

synchronization bytes in said supervisory data ?elds of

as detected by said frame synchronization circuit,
said stuff detection circuit comprises:
a pointer latch circuit which detects said pointers
form the received, said data frame and holds the head

EMBODIMENTS 30 Before describing the

embodiments of the present invention, the related art
and the disadvantages therein will be described with
reference to the related ?gures.
positions indicated by the corresponding said pointers; 20
FIG. 1 is a schematic view of the structure of a syn

and

chronous multiplex transmission system to which the
a stuff detection circuit which analyzes the data pat
present invention is applied. In the FIG. 11 is a synchro
tern of said head positions held in said pointer latch
nous
multiplex transmission apparatus (“SYNO MPX.
circuit and detects if either a negative stuff or positive
stuff is generated when said negative stuff or positive 25 TRANS. APP,”) particularly relevant to the present
invention, which is inserted at suitable intervals in a
stuff exists,
long distance transmission line 12. In the ?gure, only
said effective information data extraction unit com
the central synchronous multiplex transmission appara
prises a stuff control circuit, said stuff control circuit
tus 11 is shown in detail. An exchange 13 is also inserted
generating said enable signal based on the series of bytes
in‘ the transmission line 12. Communication of informa
counted by said whole frame counter and the results of
‘
tion data is performed among and between subscriber
detection of said stuff detection circuit, that is, whether
telephone terminals and data terminals 14, etc.
the stuff is negative or positive or if there is not stuff,

In the synchronous multiplex transmission, system 11
shown in the center of the ?gure, primarily the recep

said second counting unit is comprised of:

an information data counter which performs a count 35
tion processing unit 21 is particularly related to the

operation in accordance with said enable signal as re

present invention. The reception processing unit 21

ceived thereby from said stuff control circuit, and

works jointly with an information data demultiplex unit
22. The other portions of system 11 include a data pro
cessing control unit 23 and transmission processing unit

a zero detection circuit which detects zero when the
count of said information data counter becomes zero
due to a zero reset, said head detection signal being
output when zero is detected by said zero detection

24.
FIG. 2 is a view of the data format of a data, frame

circuit;

received and processed by the reception processing unit

said head position detection unit comprises:

21 of the present invention. The digital data received
a number counter which indicates the byte number of
from the transmission line 12 by the reception process
a series of bytes successively counted by said whole 45 ing unit 21 is handled as a predetermined data frame.
frame counter, and
The data format of the data frame is as shown in the
a comparison circuit which operates only when one
?gure. Note that the data format is based on the syn
of the said negative and positive stuff is detected by said
chronous transport module 1 (STMl) of the CCITT

stuff detection circuit and detects coincidence or non

recommendation. However, in the ?gure, mainly the

coincidence of said head position produced from said
pointer latch circuit and said byte number, said head
detection signal being output from said comparison

portions related to the present invention are shown.
One data frame DF is formed as a matrix of M rows and

N columns, for example, M=9 and N=90. This “90”
means 90 bytes and is the length in the case of 52 Mbps.
With a transmission line with a higher degree of multi

circuit and the information data counter being reset to
zero when said coincidence is detected.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS The 55 plexing, for example, 156 Mbps, N=270 (90 X 3) bytes.
Therefore, making the explanation in the case of 52
above object and features of the present invention will
Mbps, one data frame DF is constituted from a series of
be more apparent from the following description of the
byte groups of 810 (=9 X 90) bytes. The byte groups are
preferred embodiments with reference to the

made of pairs of respectively associated supervisory
data ?elds (left side in the ?gure) and information data
?eld (right side in the ?gure). In the supervisory data

accompanying drawings, wherein:
FIG. 1 is a schematic view of the structure of a syn

chronous multiplex transmission system to which the

?eld, there are a pointer and frame synchronization
bytes A1 and A2. B1 and B2 are parity bytes.
The pointer shows the head position of the informa

present invention is applied;
FIG. 2 is a view of the data format of a data frame

received and processed by the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a view of the data frame in one dimension;
FIG. 4 is a schematic view of the state when a nega

tive stuff is generated;

65

tion data. The position directly after the pointer is the
head position (byte number =0). The information data
?eld is constituted by 783 bytes (522->782, 0—>52l)
from the byte number 0 to the byte number 782. The

5
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remaining 27 (=8l0-783) bytes form the supervisory

6

data ?eld. This “27” forms 9 rows X 3 columns. At the

?eld SD in the form of a dummy bit and does not have
any information. As shown in FIG. 5, in the state of this

position of the pointer may be formed, according to

?gure, the situation occurs where the head detection

need, a negative stuff Sn and positive stuff Sp related to
the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a view of the data frame in one dimension.
One data frame DF is formed of a supervisory data ?eld

(center of ?gure) DF accommodating the information

SD and an associated information data ?eld ID. The

?eld SD has a predetermined ?xed byte length Ls. The
?eld ID is constituted with a predetermined byte length
Li. On the transmission line 12 (FIG. 1) there are suc
cessively transmitted a plurality of data frames DF.
These are successively received at the reception pro‘

signal S}, does not occur even once in the data frame

data ID3.
As mentioned above, in a transmission system using
the negative stuff Sn and the positive stuff Sp for syn
chronous multiplexing, as explained in the above FIG. 4
and FIG. 5, the head detection signal 8;, occurs irregu

larly. Therefore, in the reception processing unit 21, this
irregular state has to be accommodated and the timing
of occurrence of the head detection signal Sh adjusted

cessing unit 21 (FIG. 1). In this case, the reception
processing unit 21 detects the head position of the infor

adaptively.

mation data ?eld ID for each of the respective data
frames DF and outputs the head detection signal S;,.
The information data demultiplex unit 22 (FIG. 1) exe

attempted to control the above adaptive adjustment by,

tive stuff is generated. The upper portion in the ?gure
shows three, representative, successive pieces of infor

ance of , such a microprocessor but makes it possible to

mation data IDl, ID2, and ID3 out of the series of
information data ID as in FIG. 3, while the lower por

by simple hardware.

With the current level of technology, it is usually

for example, a microprocessor, using a program. How
ever, when it comes to high speeds such as 156 Mpbs,
cutes the demultiplex operation based ‘on the signal 8],.
the load on the microprocessor becomes great. There
FIG. 4 is a schematic view of the state when a nega 20 fore, the present invention does not rely on the assist
extract an irregular head detection signal at a high speed

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of the basic functional
tion shows the series of data frames DF respectively 25 components of the receiving unit of the present inven
accommodating the data IDl, ID2, and ID3.
tion. In the ?gure, 21 and 22 are the afore-mentioned
Now, assume that the characteristics of the transmis
reception processing unit and information data demulti
sion line changes and that the clock frequency deviates,
plexer (DEMUX), respectively. The series of data
e.g., to a somewhat higher rate. The upstream side syn
frames DF received are applied both to the demulti
chronous multiplex transmission apparatus generates a
plexer unit 22 and to the reception processing unit 21.
negative stuff Sn (FIG. 2). FIG. 4 shows an example
The reception processing unit 21 extracts the head de
where this Sn is inserted in the data frame DF accom
tection signal S/, and supplies it to the demultiplexer unit
modating the information data ID2. Note, that the nega
22, where the demultiplexed information data Dout is

tive stuff Sn. inserts the head position of the information
obtained.
data ID2 in the last single byte (usually a non-used byte) 35 The reception processing unit 21 of the present inven
in the above-mentioned pointer (3 bytes) in the supervi
tion includes an information data ?eld detection means
sory data ?eld SD.

(ID DET MEANS) 31 and a counting means 32. The
This being the case, the head detection signal S), in the
information data ?eld detection means 31 calculates
data frame (central data frame) must be issued at the
only the interval in which all information data ?eld ID
time slat S1,; in FIG. 4. If the negative stuff Sn and a
exists, and outputs an enable signal EN only during each
positive stuff Sp are not generated, that is, in the normal
such interval. Further, the counting means 32 outputs
transmission state, then as shown in FIG. 4 regarding
the head detection signal Sh simultaneously, upon being
the information data IDl, the head detection signal S], is
reset to zero each time it completes the counting of a
generated as shown by S1,] at the time position of the
number of bytes equal to the afore-mentioned ?xed byte
boundary of the ?eld SD and the ?eld ID.
45 length Li. The counting means 32 continues the count
Since a negative stuff Sn is generated for the informa
ing operation only during the interval in which the
tion data ID2, the central data frame DF accommodat
enable signal EN is output and stops the counting opera
ing the ID2 has its end shifted forward (in the direction
tion when no enable signal EN is output.
to the side in the ?gure) and an empty byte e is formed
Therefore, even when the afore-mentioned irregular
at the end of ID2. To ?ll this empty byte, the head of 50 head detection signal 8/, occurs, it is possible to automat
the next information data ID3 is entered there. Then,
ically generate the head detection signals SH, SH, 81,3,
the following supervisory data ?eld SD is jumped and
SM, etc. such as shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 at the
the remaining data ID3 then is received. This being so,
respectively speci?ed timings without being aware of
the head detection signal S1, for the data ID3 must be
the irregular state. Further, the above-mentioned means
generated at the time position of 51.3 in FIG. 4. As a
31 and 32 can be implemented by a combination of
result, the situation arises where two head detection
simple hardware (mentioned later).
signals (Sn and 51.3) are generated in a single data frame
FIG. 7 is a timing chart schematically showing the
DF
FIG. 5 is a view of the state when a positive stuff is

operating principle of the present invention. The ?gure
enables understanding of the reception processing oper

generated. In particular, it shows an example of the
ation of the present invention. This reception process
generation of a positive stuff Sp in connection with the
ing operation can be expressed as the following process
information data ID3 of FIG. 4. This Sp is inserted in
steps. Before this, however, expressing the reception
the upstream side by the synchronous multiplex trans
processing operation simply, as shown in FIG. 7, the
mission apparatus system due to changes in the charac
counting means 32 always carries out a counting opera
teristics of the transmission line (e.g., when the clock 65 tion during the interval when the enable signal EN is
frequency deviates to a somewhat lower rate). Note
generated (that is, the interval in which an information
that the positive stuff Sp is also shown in FIG. 2. Sp is
data ?eld ID exists) and does not perform the counting
inserted in the byte directly after the supervisory data
operation at other times (see count pulse CP in FIG. 7)

7
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Note that the count pulse CP is equivalent to a byte

8

In addition to the ?rst counting unit 111, there is a
second counting unit 151. This second counting unit 151

expressed by the Smallest box in FIG. 2. Every time the
count hits the 783rd (expressed as the next count after

constitutes the counting means 32 (FIG. 6) and operates
in accordance with the enable signal EN to output the

782 in FIG. 2) pulse CP, the head detection signal S), is
generated, such as SH, SH, Sig... These SM, 81,2, 51,3...

head detection signal S;,.

are generated without any regard as to the presence or

The information data ?eld detection means 31 (FIG.
6) further includes a head position detection unit 141,
which head position detection unit 141 outputs a head
detection signal Sh instead of the second counting unit
151 doing so, but only when neither of the negative and
positive stuff Sn, Sp is detected by the stuff detection

absence of a negative stuff Sn or a positive stuff Sp.

The steps of the above-mentioned reception process

ing steps are as follows: a ?rst step of calculating only
the interval in which an information data ?eld ID is
present (i.e., the ID interval); a second step of counting
the series of bytes in a data frame DF only during the
unit 121, i.e., only during normal operation.
ID interval calculated in the ?rst step; and a third step
The head position detection unit 141 examines the
in which the afore-mentioned head detection signal is
supervisory data ?eld SD of each received data frame
output each time the number of bytes counted in the 15 DF detects the head position designated by the pointer
second step matches the number of bytes equal to the
included in the ?eld SD, and outputs the head detection
signal Sh when the series of byte numbers in the data
?xed length Li. Explaining this more speci?cally, the
frame DF matches the head position indicated by the
?rst step includes a fourth step of counting the series of
pointer.
bytes from the head to the end, of the received data
In summary, the ?rst counting unit 111 examines all
frame DF and a ?fth step of division of the count of the
the 810 bytes, for example, shown in FIG. 2. On the
fourth step into a supervisory data ?eld SD and infor
other hand, the stuff detection unit 121 examines the
mation data ?eld ID. More speci?cally, the ?fth step
pointer of FIG. 2 and examines or determines further if
includes a sixth step of detecting a pointer in the super
there is a negative stuff Sn or a positive stuff Sp. Note
visory data ?eld SD and a seventh step of analyzing the

pointer detected in the sixth step and determining the

25 that whether or not there is an Sn or Sp is determined

presence of the negative stuff Sn, the presence of the
positive stuff Sp, or the nonexistence of both the nega
tive stuff and positive stuff Sn, Sp. Even more speci?
cally, in the ?rst step, (i) when a determination is made
in the seventh step that, no negative or positive stuff
exists, the interval EN from the byte at the head posi

byte of the pointer are inverted (“0”—> “l”, “l”—>“0")
with respect to the corresponding bits transmitted just

by analysis of the data pattern of the pointer. Speci?
cally, a plurality of speci?c bits in the bit train of one

before. A ?rst speci?c bit group is pre-allotted for the
negative stuff Sn, and a second (remaining) speci?c
group is allotted for the positive stuff Sp. If there is no
inversion in the speci?c bit groups it is the normal case

tion designated by the pointer to the, byte equal to the
?xed length Li is set as identifying the ID interval (ii)
when a determination is made in the seventh step that a

negative stuff Sn is present, the leading edge of the
interval EN is advanced by exactly one byte from the

where neither a negative stuff nor a positive stuff is
35

generated. The pointer indicates the head position of

the information data ?eld.
The effective information data extraction unit 131
head position designated by the immediately preceding
outputs the enable signal EN from the head position of
pointer; and (iii) when a determination is made in the
seventh step that a positive stuff Sp is generated, the 4-0 the negative stuff Sn of F IG. 2 when the stuff detection
unit 121 detects a negative stuff Sn. Conversely, it out
leading edge of the interval EN is delayed by exactly
puts an enable signal EN from the end position of the
one byte from the head position designated by the
positive stuff Sp of FIG. 2 when the stuff detection unit
pointer just before. No matter in which of the cases of
121 detects the positive stuff Sp. The stuff detection unit
(i), (ii), and (iii), the high level of the interval EN ex
121
outputs a head detection signal Sb (for example, S1,;
tending from its leading edge, is so controlled that EN 45
in FIG. 7) directly after the pointer from the head posi
is maintained during the interval of the information data
tion detection unit 141 if neither the stuff Sn nor the
?eld ID and also during the term corresponding to the
stuff Sp is detected. When the enable, signal EN is out
?xed byte length Li.
put,
the second counting unit 151 is driven, and is so
FIG. 8_ is a block diagram of one embodiment of an
implementation of the functional components of the 50 driven only during the interval in which EN exists. In
the above example, each time the second counting unit
receiving unit of FIG. 6. Referring to the ?gure, the
151 ?nishes counting up to “782”, and thus when reset
above-mentioned information data ?eld detection
means 31 includes therein a ?rst counting unit 111

to zero, i.e., either directly or at the next (“783”) count

pulse CP ahead detection signal (5),) such as 51,2, 8;,3,
which successively counts in byte units the total bytes
51,4, in FIG. 7 is output from the counting unit 151. As
(Ls+Li) of each of the successively received data 55 explained, the present invention cleverly utilizes the
frames DF; a stuff detection unit 121 which analyzes the
fact that the byte length of the information data ?eld ID
supervisory data ?eld SD and detects if a negative stuff
is always constant (=Li) regardless of the presence or
Sm or positive stuff Sp is included in the data frame DF
absence of Sn or Sp.

or if these negative stuff and positive stuff are not in

cluded; and an effective information data (ID) extrac
tion unit 131 which extracts only the effective portion
of the information data in accordance with the case
where there is a negative stuff Sn, the case where there
is a positive stuff Sp, and the case where the negative

FIG. 9 is a more detailed circuit diagram of the re

ceiving unit of FIG. 8. In the ?gure, the ?rst counting
unit 111 of FIG. 8 is implemented by a frame synchroni
zation circuit 211 which detects the frame synchroniza
tion bytes (A1, A2 in FIG. 2) in each of the received
supervisory data ?eld SD of the data frames DF and

stuff Sn and the positive stuff Sp are not included, based 65 establishes frame synchronization and a whole frame
counter 221 which successively counts the series of 810
An enable signal EN is output from the effective infor
bytes, i.e., the whole frame, from the head (top left
mation data extraction unit 131.
corner byte in FIG. 2) of the data frame detected by the

on the detection results in the stuff detection unit 121.

5,020,057
frame synchronization circuit 211. Therefore, the whole

10

pattern of the head position held in the pointer latch

circuit 261 is disclosed later together with a detailed
example of the whole frame counter 221.
The second counting unit 151 in FIG. 8 is imple
mented, as shown in FIG. 9, by an information data
(ID) counter 225 which performs a count operation in
accordance with the enable signal EN from the stuff
control circuit 261, and a zero detection circuit 271
which detects zero when the count equals zero by the
above-mentioned zero reset (explained in FIG. 6).

circuit 241 and detects if a negative or positive stuff is

When a zero is detected by the zero detection circuit

frame counter 221 works as a reference frame clock

source of the reception processing unit 21.
The stuff detection unit 121 of FIG. 8 is constituted
by a pointer latch circuit 241 which detects the above
mentioned pointer from the received data frames DF

and holds the head position indicated by the pointer,
and a stuff detection circuit 231 which analyzes the data

generated when a negative stuff Sn or positive stuff Sp
271, the head detection signal 8;, is output. The informa
exists. Regarding the data pattern, as already explained,
tion data counter 225 may be implemented by a general
counter provided with a count enable terminal. It re
when inversion of a speci?c bit group (“0”—>“l”,
ceives byte units of pulses from the whole frame
“l”->“0”) is detected, it is known that a negative stuff
Sn or positive stuff Sp is generated. An example will be 15 counter 221 at, the counting input and counts up only
shown below.
during the interval when the enable signal EN exists.
Assuming that the pointer in the next preceding data
However, when a number of pulses equal to the number
frame indicates, for example, the pointer value of 1, for
of all bytes of the information data ?eld ID is received,
the count returns to zero. When a signal EN is once
example, a pointer expressed by 10 bits will be as fol
20 again received, the counting unit counts up again. The
lows:
zero detection circuit 271, which detects if the count is
zero, may be implemented by a decoder which uses, for
example, the output bit group of the counter 225 as an

(1)

input. The head detection signals 81,2, S53, 51.4.. shown
25 in FIG. 7 are output from the zero detection circuit 271.

When it is detected that the received pointer is as the

When no stuff pulse Sn, Sp appears (normal times), the
head detection signal, for example, S1,; in FIG. 7, is
generated from the circuit portion mentioned below.

following (2):

Note that when the stuff pulse Sn, Sp does not appear,
(2)

30 it means that there are no changes in the characteristics

of the transmission line (mentioned earlier) and further
there has been no change of lines. When the communi
cation traf?c is large, a bypass route is selected. When
the line is switched to a bypass route, a large deviation,

the ?rst bit group (n) is bit inverted, so it is known that
a negative stuff Sn is inserted in the data frame DF now

being received.

35

Conversely, if it is detected that the received pointer
is as the following (3):

which cannot be adjusted by the stuff pulse Sn, Sp, is
generated between the transmission side data frame and
the reception side data frame. At this time, the head
position of the information data ?eld must be speci?ed,
based on the pointer value indicated . by the pointer.

This pointer value is held in the pointer latch circuit 241
(FIG. 9), mentioned earlier, with each arrival of a data
frame DF. The held pointer value and the count value
the second bit group (p) is inverted, so it is known that
of the number counter 223 are compared by the afore
a positive stuff Sp is inserted in the data frame DF now
mentioned comparison circuit 251. These circuits corre
being received.
45 spond to the head position detection unit 141 of FIG. 8.
Whatever the case, if the stuff Sn or Sp is indicated by
That is, the head position detection unit 141 of FIG. 8 is
the pointer, the value of the pointer at that time be
implemented by the afore-mentioned number counter
comes completely meaningless, so the stuff detection
223, which indicates the byte number of the series of
circuit 231 stops the operation of comparison circuit
bytes successively counted by the afore-mentioned
251. The reason is that, the comparison circuit 251 oper 50 whole frame counter 221, and the afore-mentioned
ates when receiving a meaningful pointer value, held by
comparison circuit 251, which operates only when nei
the pointer latch circuit 241, as an input. Note that the
ther the positive stuff or negative stuff Sn, Sp has been
comparison circuit 251 and the number counter 223
detected by the stuff detection circuit 231 and which
function effectively under normal conditions where the
detects coincidence or noncoincidence of the ID head
stuff Sn and Sp are not present. An explanation will be 55 position and byte number from the pointer latch circuit
made of these below.
241. When coincidence is detected, the head detection
The present invention is particularly bene?cial in the
signal S), is output from the comparison circuit 251 and
l

(3)

case where one of the stuff Sn and Sp is generated, so

the information data counter 225 is reset to zero. The
ID counter 225 is reset to zero since, if some value
cuit which functions in such a case.
60 remains in the ID counter 225, the value becomes erro
The effective information data extraction unit 131 of
neous and at the time when the enable signal EN is next

the explanation will be made of the portion of the cir

FIG. 8 is implemented by a stuff control circuit 261 in
FIG. 9. The stuff control circuit 261 generates the en
able signal EN based on the series of bytes counted by
the whole frame counter 221 and based on the detection 65

results of the stuff detection circuit 231, that is, the
negative stuff or positive stuff or the lack of either such
stuff. Note that a detailed example of the stuff control

generated, an offset ends up occurring in the output of
the counter 225. Note that, looking at the number
counter 223, it is possible to use a read only memory
(ROM) instead of the number counter 223. This ROM
receives the count output from the whole frame counter
221 (i.e., a count value of 810, from 0 to 809, in the
above-mentioned example) as the address-input. When
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the count is a value corresponding to the information
data ?eld ID, according to the afore-mentioned exam
ple, it operates so as to output 0 to 782.
‘FIG. 10 is a detailed view of an example of the cir

cuits 221, 231, and 261 in FIG. 9. Note that in FIG. 9,
the frame synchronization circuit 211 is known. The
pointer latch circuit 241 may be implemented by, a
known shift register, the counters 223 and 225 may each
be implemented by a known counter, the comparison

12

for the ?rst bit group, an Sm DETECTION signal is
output from the AND gate 239. Unless both the Sp and
Sn DETECTION signals appear, the output of the

NOR gate 240 becomes “H” (high) and the comparison
circuit 251 (FIG. 9) is made active.
As explained above, according to the present inven
tion, both the regular head detection signal Sh] shown in
FIG. 7 and the irregular head detection signals 51,2, 81,3,

circuit 251 (shown only by to 251 of) may be imple

and 51,4 arising due to the stuffs Sn, and Sp are automati
cally obtained by simple hardware without the aid of a

mented by a correctional digital comparator, and the

computer.

zero detection circuit 271 may be realized by a known
decoder, as mentioned earlier, so disclosure of detailed
examples of the same will be omitted.

'

We claim:
1. A reception processing unit in a synchronous mul

tiplex transmission system, the reception processing unit

Referring to FIG. 10, the whole frame counter 221 of 15 receiving a data transmission of successive bytes, trans
FIG. 9 is implemented by a frame counter 221 which
mitted at a predetermined byte rate and organized as
counts the MXN series of bytes (illustrated in FIG. 2)
successive, plural data frames, each data frame includ
constituting a data frame DF having. the data format
ing a supervisory data ?eld of a ?xed byte length, Ls,
expressed by M rows and N columns from the head of
and an associated, information data ?eld having a head
each of the data frames DF to the end thereof; a ?rst 20 position and being of a fixed byte length, Li, each super
comparator (COMP I) 221a which detects whether or
visory data ?eld including a pointer, which indicates the
not the count of the frame counter 221' matches with a
head position of the information data ?eld in each data

predetermined byte position (see Sn in FIG. 2) for inser

frame absent any stuff, and frame synchronization bytes,

tion of the negative stuff Sn; a second comparator
and wherein either a negative or a positive stuff may be
(COMP II) 221b which detects whether or not the 25 present, or absent, in any such data frame, and, when
count of the frame counter 221’ matches with a prede
present, each positive stuff and each negative stuff re
termined byte position (see Sp in FIG. 2) for insertion of
spectively advances and delays the head position of the
the positive stuff Sp; and a third comparator (COMP
information data ?eld relative to the head position indi
III) 2261c which detects whether or not the count of the
cated by the pointer and correspondingly advances and
frame counter 223 matches with a predetermined byte 30 delays the time interval of the effective information data

position (see “INFORMATION DATA” in FIG. 2) for

?eld relatively to the time interval of the respectively
insertion of the information data. The outputs of the
associated data frame, said reception processing unit
?rst and second comparators 221a and 221b are applied
functioning to detect the respective head positions of
to the stuff control circuit 261, while the output of the
respective information data ?elds of successive, data
third comparator 2210 is applied to both the stuff con 35 frames, as received thereby, and outputting successive
trol circuit 261 and the number counter 223.
The stuff control circuit 261, as shown in FIG. 10, is

constituted by: a ?rst gate (AND) 264 which outputs
the enable signal EN when the two conditions are satis
?ed that (i) the stuff detection circuit 231 detects the
occurrence of the negative stuff Sn (Sn DETECTION)
and (2) there is a coincidence output from the ?rst com

parator 224; a second gate (NAND) 265 which outputs
an inhibit signal Si which stops the transmission of the

head detection signals for identifying the corresponding
head positions of said respective, successive information
data ?elds and successive enable signals for enabling the
extraction of said respective and successive, effective
information data ?elds, and comprising:
information data ?eld detection means for detecting
each said time interval in which an effective infor
mation data ?eld exists and outputting an enable

signal corresponding to, and during, that time in

enable signal EN when the two conditions are satis?ed 45
that (1) the stuff detection circuit 231 detects the occur

terval, and counting means, respective to and en

rence of the positive stuff Sp (Sp DETECTION) and

counting operation, said counting means including

there is coincidence output from the second comparator
221b; a third gate (AND) 266 which sends the enable
signal EN while coincidence is being detected with the 50

means for generating byte count pulses corre
sponding to the successive bytes of the data trans
mission, means for de?ning the ?xed byte length Li

byte group (ID) by the third comparator 226 and while
the inhibit signal Si is not being output from the second
gate 265 (Si=“H”); and a fourth gate (OR) 267 which
produces a logical OR processing of the outputs from
the ?rst gate 264 and the third gate 266 and uses it as the 55

enable signal EN.
The stuff detection circuit 231 has a ?rst stage shift

register 232 and second stage shift register 233. The
register 232 stores the current pointer and the register
233 stores the pointer of the preceding data frame as 60

supplied from the register 232; EOR gates (EOR) 234
and 235 detect the presence or absence of the occur

rence of the already mentioned bit inversion for the
second bit group (p), while EOR gates 236 and 237
detect the already mentioned bit inversion for the ?rst 65
bit group (11). If there is bit inversion for the second bit
group (p), an Sp DETECTION signal is output from
the AND gate 238. Conversely, if there is bit inversion

abled by each said enable signal, for performing a

as a predetermined count value Li, and said count

ing means counting the byte count pulses only
during receipt of the enable signal and terminating
the counting operation of the byte count pulses
when the enable signal terminates, said counting
means further including means for resetting the
count thereof to zero in response either to a reset

signal applied thereto or to the count thereof

reaching the ?xed byte count Li;
said information data ?eld detection means compris
ing:
a ?rst counting unit which continuously counts the
successive byte count pulses for the combined

total bytes (Ls+Li) of each of said successive
data frames, as received,
a stuff detection unit which receives and examines

the respective supervisory data ?elds of said
successive, received data frames and detects the
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presence or absence of a negative stuff or a posi

tive stuff in each thereof and produces corre

sponding to the series of bytes of the data frame

sponding negative and positive stuff detection
outputs,

counted thereby and, selectively, producing the

an effective information data extraction unit which 5

is responsive to the negative and positive stuff
outputs of said stuff detection unit and produces

negative and positive stuff detection outputs of
said stuff detection circuit;
said second counting unit more particularly compris
ing:

said enable signals as an output thereof, each said

an information data counter which, in response to

enable signal being produced during the time
interval of, sand thereby enabling the selective

said enable signal output of said stuff control
circuit, performs a counting operation in accor
dance with the successive byte count pulses of
the received data transmission, and

extraction of, the effective information data ?eld
of a corresponding data frame of the received
data transmission, regardless of the advanced or

a zero detection circuit which produces the head
detection signal output, said zero detection cir
cuit detecting a zero reset count value of said
information data counter and, in response

delayed relationship thereof relatively to the
corresponding, successive data frame, and
a head position detection unit which is responsive
to the absence of any negative or positive stuff
output of said stuff detection unit, and thus the
absence of the detection'of any ‘positive or nega
tive stuff in a received data frame, and further is
responsive to the head position indicated by the
associated pointer for each such data frame, and
produces the head position detection output, said
head position detection unit receiving and exam~

ining said successively received supervisory data

14
count output of said whole frame counter, corre

thereto, producing said head detection signal
output; and
said head position detection unit more particularly

comprising:

a number counter which indicates the byte number

25

?elds of respective, said successive data frames

and detecting the corresponding head positions
indicated by the pointers thereof and outputting
said head detection signals when, for each said
data frame, the series of byte numbers of the data

of a series of bytes successively counted by said
whole frame counter, and
a comparison circuit which is responsive to and
rendered operational only in the absence of both
said negative and positive stuff detection outputs
of said stuff detection circuit and, when opera
tion, detects coincidence or noncoincidence of

said head position produced from said pointer
latch circuit and said byte number, said head

frame matches the head position indicated by the
detection signal being output by said comparison
pointer for that data frame; and
circuit and the information data counter being
said counting means comprising a second counting
reset to zero when said coincidence is detected.
unit which is operative in response to receipt of
2. A reception processing unit in a synchronous mul
said enable signal for producing said head detection 35 tiplex transmission system according to claim 1,
signal as an output thereof for each said informa
tion data ?eld for which a negative or a positive

wherein each said data frame has a format of M rows of

bytes by N columns of bytes and correspondingly a
total byte of M><N bytes and, in each said data frame,
said positive and negative stuffs, if present, occupy

stuff is present in the respective data frame;
said ?rst counting unit more particularly comprising:

a frame synchronization circuit which detects the 40 respective, predetermined byte positions in said total
frame synchronization bytes in each of said su
byte length and wherein said whole frame counter com
pervisory data ?elds of said successively re
prises:
ceived and respective data frames, and estab
a frame counter which counts said byte count pulses
lishes frame synchronization for the successive
to a total byte count value of MX N bytes, starting
data frames, and
45
from the data frame head position and correspond
a whole frame counter which is enabled for count
ing to each complete said data frame;
ing be each said frame synchronization output
a ?rst comparator which detects when the count of
and count, in succession, the series of byte count
said frame counter coincides with the predetermine

pulses, from the head position, of each said data

frame;

d byte count position‘for a negative stuff;
50

said stuff detection circuit more particularly compris
ing:

a pointer latch circuit which receives and detects
each said pointer from said respective, succes
sive data frames and, for each said detected 55

pointer, stores the head position indicated by
said detected pointer,
a stuff detection circuit which receives and ana~

lyzes each of said head positions, as detected and

stored in said pointer latch circuit, and detects, in
accordance with the data pattern of the pointer
de?ning each said head position, whether a posi
tive or negative stuff is present in the cone

sponding data frame, and
said effective information data extraction unit com 65
prising a stuff control circuit which generates

and produces said enables signal output, said
stuff control circuit being responsive to the

a second comparator which detects when the count

of said frame counter coincides with the predeter
mined byte count position for a positive stuff; and
a third comparator which detects the count output of
the frame counter and compares same with the

predetermined byte count positions of the informa
tion data ?eld in each said data frame and produces
a coincidence output for each count of said frame
counter which coincides with the information data

?eld predetermined byte count positions;
each of said ?rst, second and third comparators pro

ducing corresponding outputs, and the outputs of
said ?rst, second and third comparators being ap
plied to said stuff control circuit and the output of
said third comparator further being applied to said
number counter.

3. A reception processing unit in a synchronous mul
tiplex transmission system according to claim 1,
wherein said stuff control circuit comprises:
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a ?rst gate which receives the negative stuff detection
output and the ?rst‘ comparator output and, in reSpouse to the comcldence thereof, Outputs the en‘

able signal;

a second gate which receives the positive stuff detec- 5
.
.
.
. and the
tron
output of the stuff detection
circuit

output of the second comparator, and in reposes to
the coincidence thereof, outputs an inhibit signal
for inhibiting the output of the enable signal;

16
sive to the absence of the inhibit signal output from
the second gate and the presence of a coincidence
output of the third comparator for producing an
enable
output; .and
f
.

a 0“rth gate whlch recewest h e o“tp uts

of t h e

?rst,

second ,and thud gates and rforms logical OR
Processmg thereof and Produces Fhe loglcal OR
Outputs of the ?rst, second and thud gates as the

a third gate which receives the output of the second 10
gate and the third comparator output and is respon-

enable signal output of said stuff control circuit.
‘
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